Reflection on practice: an intubated patient suffering panic attacks.
Panic attacks and respiratory disease have been shown to have probable links; which one is the precursor to the other is unknown. However, what is known is that there is a correlation between high serum carbon dioxide and lactate levels, which are suffocation indicators, and panic attacks. Females are at a higher risk of suffering panic attacks than men, as they have been shown to have a lower tolerance of suffocation indicators. The aim of this paper is to review the relevance of panic attacks within the intensive care unit setting, where a significant number of patients with respiratory disease have an oral endotracheal tube, which limits communication and may add to the feeling of panic. Using a reflective model, I revisited the actual scenario and consider the series of events as I reflect in action, and at the conclusion of the situation, I reflect on action. The results show that suffering from panic attacks did not inhibit the patient with weaning from the ventilator. Effective communication between the patient and myself led to recognition of the problem, for the correct treatment to be being given, and enabling subsequent extubation. In conclusion, once the link is made of the likelihood of a patient with respiratory disease being prone to panic attacks, the nurse can communicate with the patient or family to establish whether the patient has a panic disorder. The treatment of a regular benzodiazepine, such as diazepam, and constant reassurance from the nurse can then be given to the patient to minimize the symptoms. Reducing the effects of panic attacks can decrease the distress experienced by the patient and improve the clinical picture to facilitate extubation.